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Kane Productions

We offer your production or still shoot experienced integrated production and location services. With over twenty years of expertise, we know how to make your project run smoothly and flawlessly and to stay within budget. We provide production, location, scouting and crewing services for national commercials, still photography projects, broadcast television and film, MTV spots, and documentaries. We have particular expertise in Caribbean and foreign countries, underwater and aerial services, and in handling difficult production requests.

In addition to providing production and location services for clients, Thomas Kane is an experienced DP and cameraman with many credits for his work above and underwater, and has extensive experience as an art director. Tom’s varied background provides him with the ability to see the big picture and to recognize and solve special client requests. Louise Kane’s background includes producer services for clients throughout the Caribbean, Washington DC and elsewhere. Her education includes degrees in history, law (JD) and a Master’s degree in marine science and policy.

Extensive producer & location services worldwide and throughout the Caribbean

Anguilla  Abacos  St. Maarten  Bahamas
Abacos  Island  Haiti  Sandy
Mustique  Miami  Saint Barths  Necker Island
Dominican Republic  Trinidad  Florida Keys  Buck Island
Jamaica  Petit St. Vincent  Bequi  Antigua
Virgin Islands & BVI

St. Thomas, St. John, St. Croix, Lovongo Cay, Hans Lollick, British Virgin Islands: Jost Van Dyke, Tortola, Green Cay, Sandy Cay, Norman Island, Fisherman’s Cay, Virgin Gorda,

For information about additional clients and projects contact us